














With regard to the article in Dutch Photographer (Pf) magazine, Merel Huisink was kind enough to 
send me the word file in Dutch so that I could at least attempt to translate it using Google 
translate.


This is what it says:

Diana Nicholette Jeon


Head: Layered self-portraits


by Merel Huisink


Intro

At the time of the dark room, Diana Nicholette Jeon experimented as a student with the 
development process, for example by fixing baby powder on the acetate. At the beginning of the 
digital age, she began experimenting with image editing programs. For her photo series Self-
Exposure, she makes self-portraits with the iPhone, which she then digitally and physically paints 
over. She works with different mediums, but the basis is photography. With her expressive self-
portraits she criticizes American social views about the female identity and contemporary 
expectations of women.


Her photo series Self-Exposure started during her studies in Honolulu where she was an intake 
student at a later age. She had a husband and child and did not have the time to work with 
younger fellow students. "I spent a lot of time by myself. . I had my toddler and my husband was 
out of home for his work. I worked a lot solo. When I needed a model, I captured myself. "

Diana Nicholette Jeon photographs her self-portraits with different iPhones, especially with the 
iPhone 7 Plus. The old iPhone 3G is used for motion blur. "The iPhone 3G is so outdated that the 
lens has become slow. With this, the 3G looks like a pinhole camera. You never know what comes 
on the screen. "Nicholette Jeon uses both cameras of the iPhones. Sometimes she makes videos 
of herself and then selects a frame with motion blur. "When I make a video, I can isolate an image. 
I export The frame in which the movement clearly appears as an image. Sometimes I prefer that it 
is really and in motion, instead of being perfectly focused. But if I need a sharper image of a 
setting or myself, I work from a tripod with the front camera of the iPhone 7. To photograph 
myself, I work from a tripod. "


Image manipulation

Later she taught Digital Art, Digital Imaging, Motion Graphics and Digital Multimedia at various 
universities in Hawaii. Around 2013 she received an iPad at work. This was also the year that she 
completely devoted herself to art. A world opened up for her and she immediately purchased the 
iPad mini. She discovered the iPad photo editing program ProCreate and started experimenting 
with image manipulation. She continued with her series Self-Expression. When she started 
working with the iPad app ProCreate, she decided not only to combine several photographs of 
herself, but also to draw in the picture. "With the help of my iPad, I combine the images and then 
manipulate the image to shape my message. With the use of the iPad I suddenly had digital 
drawing space and a brush. I could paint over my pictures and cut out the photos. This is how I 
created my art work/images for the Self-Exposure series. "


After digitally editing the images, they are printed on Hahnemühle Rag paper. But after the image 
editing and printing, the process is not finished yet. Then she applies three or four wax layers to 
the print. Usually she makes the dried wax layer level by scraping with a credit card. Sometimes 
she leaves areas on the photo rough, making it seem extra translucent. Between the layers she 
applies charcoal, pencil, oil and paint. There is a limited edition of each artwork Each copy is even 
more unique per edition because it can never repeat the physical post-treatment.


The American woman

The photos of Diana Nicholette Jeon are about aspects of herself, at least that's what she 
thought. But she found out that there is an extra layer of meaning in it. "First I made 
representations of myself as a younger version, but there was a deeper meaning. How I edit the 
image depends on the content. The social background of my work is universal and is not just 
about myself. "




The photo art of Nicholette Jeon is a reflection of contemporary women in American society. "It's 
about what is expected of the American woman; that you have a beautiful appearance, are a 
perfect mother, have a career and so on. It is impossible to be perfect in everything. It is a kind of 
'me too', but without sexual abuse. The personal situations that I imagine speak for all typical 
American women who run into the high expectations of society. My work is a reaction to this. "


Social comment

In the Self-Exposure photo series there is a thin line between reality and image manipulation, but 
also between looking for her own feeling and social commentary. Every image is, besides an 
introspective and expressive reflection on her own personality, also a critique of the social 
expectations of American women. The characters or creatures that Diana Nicholette Joan creates 
express the expectations that she herself faces. She has had to deal with emotional abuse. 
"Usually abuse is about domestic violence, in my case I was the victim of an emotional abuser. 
You can not see the trauma on a person's appearance because there are no scratches or scars. 
Making art is a way for me to visualize that experience. I use my work to process my emotions 
about a specific event or set of events and to give those emotions a voice so that others can hear 
them. "


These aspects melt together in her characters. Each photo is different and tells a different story, 
but everything has a relation with a main theme: the ideals of American society with regard to 
women. "In the photo with the title 'I am not a feminist girl' I have created a kind of Jacky 
Kennedy, but with cat ears. This photo seems more distant than others I have made. It is about 
the feminists of the past and the women of today. When I look at some younger women now, they 
are not feminist at all. They have a wrong image of feminists as lesbians or as masculine women. 
But feminists have created the freedom for the modern woman. That freedom offers the women of 
today the opportunity to keep their jobs when they are married, but also that they do not have to 
marry and that you can have sex without being married, unless you are heavily religious. All these 
things came from the period of the women's movement. I do not hate men myself, but I want to 
live in freedom. With the photo 'I am not a feminist' I tried to represent a non-activist feminist, but 
a woman who is free. "


Family pictures

Nicholette Jeon grew up in Massachusetts in New England. Art was in the family. Her father was 
an artist, but due to a war trauma, he stopped working as one. "I can remember a family vacation 
on the sea side of Massachusetts. My father took a picture of me and my sister, but with through 
his eyes it was more about the big storm clouds he saw in the background. The family photos he 
made were always artful. "

She has followed art classes since she was a child, but her artist career moved to a sidetrack later 
in her life. She moved to Silicon Valley, California, to work in personnel management, high-tech 
and biotechnology. After nine years of hard work, she moved to Hawaii to study art.

Diana Nicholette Jeon now lives in Honolulu with her husband and son. In 2006 she obtained her 
MFA (Master in Fine Arts) in Imaging and Digital Art at the University of Hawaii. Her photo art was 
exhibited internationally in America and Europe. The Hawaii State Art Museum, the Honolulu 
Museum of Art, Museo di Arte Moderna Contemporanea di Trento e Rovereto, The Griffin 
Museum, Tethys Gallery (Florence), Galerie MCC (Paris) and PH21 Gallery (Budapest) have shown 
her work .


www.diananicholettejeon.com
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